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Abstract
In this article we prove new results concerning the structure and the stability properties of the
global attractor associated with a class of nonlinear stochastic partial di6erential equations driven
by 8nite-dimensional Wiener processes. This class encompasses important equations that occur in
the mathematical analysis of certain migration phenomena in population dynamics and population
genetics. The solutions to such equations are generalized random 8elds whose long-time behavior
we investigate in detail. In particular, we unveil the mechanism whereby these random 8elds
approach the global attractor by proving that their asymptotic behavior is entirely controlled
by that of their spatial average. We also show how to determine explicitly the corresponding
Lyapunov exponents when the nonlinearities of the noise-term of the equations are subordinated
to the nonlinearity of the drift-term in some sense. The ultimate picture that emerges from our
analysis is one that displays a phenomenon of exchange of stability between the components of
the global attractor. We provide a very simple interpretation of this phenomenon in the case
of Fisher’s equation of population genetics. Our method of investigation rests upon the use
of martingale arguments, of a comparison principle and of some simple ergodic properties for
certain Lebesgue- and Itoˆ integrals. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and outline
Many works have recently been devoted to the qualitative analysis of solutions to
nonlinear stochastic partial di6erential equations (see, for instance, Berg,e et al., 1999;
Bertini and Giacomin, 1999; Chow and Has’minskii, 1997; Chueshov and Vuillermot,
1998a,b, 2000; Crauel et al., 1997; Da Prato et al., 1994; Da Prato and Zabczyk, 1992;
Debussche, 1997; Deriev and Leonenko, 1997; Flandoli, 1991; Flandoli and Gatarek,
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1995; Flandoli and Maslowski, 1995; Flandoli and Schmalfuss, 1996; Leha et al., 1999;
Liu and Mao, 1998; Schmalfuss, 1997; Taniguchi, 1995; Xia and Liu, 1999; Zamani,
1999). Some of them are concerned with the investigation of stochastic Navier–Stokes
equations (Chow and Has’minskii, 1997; Crauel et al., 1997; Debussche, 1997; Flan-
doli and Gatarek, 1995; Flandoli and Maslowski, 1995; Flandoli and Schmalfuss, 1996;
Schmalfuss, 1997; Xia and Liu, 1999), of stochastic Burgers’ equations (Crauel et al.,
1997; Da Prato et al., 1994; Deriev and Leonenko, 1997) and of stochastic nonlin-
ear hyperbolic equations (Crauel et al., 1997; Debussche, 1997). Some others per-
tain to the analysis of semilinear and quasilinear stochastic parabolic equations (Berg,e
et al., 1999; Bertini and Giacomin, 1999; Chow and Has’minskii, 1997; Chueshov and
Vuillermot, 1998a,b; Da Prato and Zabczyk, 1992; Flandoli, 1991; Leha et al., 1999;
Liu and Mao, 1998; Taniguchi, 1995; Zamani, 1999). In all cases the ultimate goal
is the investigation of the so-called global attractor and of the long-time behavior
of all trajectories around it. In this article, we carry out this program for a class of
semilinear, parabolic, stochastic partial di6erential equations driven by Wiener pro-
cesses that wander in Euclidean space, and which we de8ne in the following way:
for r ∈ N+, let C be any real, symmetric and positive-de8nite r × r-matrix. Let
(W∼ (t; ·))t∈R+0 = (W1(t; ·); : : : ; Wr(t; ·))t∈R+0 be an Rr-valued Wiener process de8ned on
the complete stochastic basis (;F; (Ft)t∈R+0 ;P), starting at the origin and having
the covariance matrix tC. Recall that this means (W∼ (t; ·))t∈R+0 has independent Gaus-
sian increments W∼ (t + ; ·)−W∼ (; ·) of average zero and covariance matrix tC for all
t;  ∈ R+0 , as well as P-a.s. continuous trajectories. We also assume that (W∼ (t; ·))t∈R+0
is (Ft)t∈R+0 -adapted and that the increments W∼ (t+; ·)−W∼ (; ·) are F-independent for
all t;  ∈ R+0 . Then, for d ∈ N+, let D⊂Rd be open, bounded, connected and satisfy
the cone condition. Write @D for its boundary and let us consider the following class
of real, parabolic, Itoˆ initial–boundary value problems driven by the Wiener process
(W∼ (t; ·))t∈R+0 :

du(x; t; !) = (div(k(x; t)∇u(x; t; !)) + g(u(x; t; !))) dt
+
r∑
j=1
hj(u(x; t; !)) dWj(t; !); (x; t; !) ∈ D × R+ × ;
u(x; 0; !) = ’(x; !) ∈ (u0; u1); (x; !) ∈ D × ;
@u(x; t; !)
@n(k)
= 0; (x; t; !) ∈ @D × R+0 × :
(1.1)
In relation (1.1) the third relation stands for the conormal derivative of u relative to
k. The functions k; g; h1; : : : ; hr and ’ satisfy the following hypotheses, where u0;1 ∈ R
with u0 ¡u1:
(K) The function k is matrix-valued with entries that are Lebesgue-measurable in
(x; t)∈D×R+ and which satisfy kij(·)=kji(·) for every i; j ∈ {1; : : : ; d}. Moreover, there
exist constants k ; Mk and k∗ such that k|q|26(k(x; t)q; q)Rd6 Mk|q|2 and supx∈D |kij(x; t)−
kij(x; )|6k∗|t−| for all (x; t) ∈ D×R+, all  ∈ R+, all q ∈ Rd and all i; j ∈ {1; : : : ; d},
where (· ; ·)Rd is the Euclidean scalar product in Rd.
(G) We have g ∈ C2([u0; u1]) and g(u0) = g(u1) = 0:
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(H) We have hj ∈ C2([u0; u1]) and hj(u0) = hj(u1) = 0 for every j ∈ {1; : : : ; r}.
(I) The random 8eld (’(x; ·))x∈D is independent of the Wiener process (W∼ (t; ·))t∈R+0
and satis8es ’(x; !) ∈ (u0; u1) P-a.s. for every x∈D. In fact, ! 
→’(· ; !) is
L2(D)-valued and F0-measurable. Moreover, we assume that the inequalities
u0 ¡ essinf x∈D’(x; !); esssupx∈D ’(x; !)¡u1 hold P-a.s.
Problems of the above form encompass equations that play an important role, for
instance, in the mathematical analysis of certain phenomena in population dynamics
or population genetics. One such phenomenon is the space–time evolution of gene
densities of a migrating diploid species when random selection is present (we refer
the reader to Aronson and Weinberger, 1975; Capocelli and Ricciardi, 1974; Crow
and Kimura, 1970; Feldman and Roughgarden, 1975; Fife, 1979; Fleming, 1975; May,
1973; Tuckwell, 1976; Turelli, 1977 for some background information and terminology
in population dynamics and population genetics). In this context, the structure of the
second-order di6erential operator that appears in the principal part of (1.1) allows one to
encode space- and time-dependent di6usions in the theory; moreover, the nonlinearities
g and hj all vanish at u0 = 0 and u1 = 1, as in the simplest and most typical cases
logistic-type nonlinearities of the form g(u) = s]u(1− u); hj(u) = u(1− u) for each j,
are the prevailing choices for modelling the population growth and the random envi-
ronment; in this case, s] is a real parameter that quanti8es the random selection we
alluded to above (cf. with Corollary 2.1 in Section 2.). Finally, the gene density is
modelled by the solution-random 8eld to Problem (1.1), which is normalized in such a
way that (x; t; !)→ u’(x; t; !) ∈ (0; 1) P-a.s. for all (x; t) ∈ D×R+0 . One basic question
is, then, whether or not both alleles will coexist in the population for all time, or rather
if only one of the alleles will eventually survive (we refer the reader to Hess (1991);
Hess and Weinberger (1990); Vuillermot (1991, 1992a, b, 1994) for other analyses of
problems that address similar questions in the deterministic case). The results of this
paper will provide, in particular, a complete answer to the above question in the case
of Fisher’s equation of population genetics (cf. with the Corollary 2.1 below).
The long-time behavior of the solutions to (1.1) was completely elucidated in
Chueshov and Vuillermot (2000) for the case r = 1 when the drift-term and the
noise-term are proportional and nonvanishing in (u0; u1) (we also refer the reader to
Arnold and Chueshov (1998); Bernfeld et al. (1998) and Chueshov and Vuillermot
(1998a,b) for recent mathematical analyses of related problems and for further bib-
liographical references regarding their history). It was also noted in Chueshov and
Vuillermot (2000) that if the drift-term and the noise-term involve di6erent functions
as in (1.1), the properties of the global attractor become strongly dependent on the
relative inPuence of one term on the other so that a host of di6erent cases become
possible. Our purpose here is to show what these di6erent cases are, that is to provide
a complete classi8cation of all the possible scenarios regarding the structure of the
global attractor for (1.1) under some additional hypotheses concerning g and the hj’s.
Aside from displaying a phenomenon of exchange of stability between the compo-
nents of the global attractor, some of our results below also show how to calculate
certain Lyapunov exponents when the nonlinearities of the noise-term in (1.1) are
subordinated to the nonlinearity of the drift-term in some sense, and when the initial
condition is nonrandom. We 8nd it rather surprising that Lyapunov exponents can be
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explicitly evaluated for initial–boundary value problems as complicated as (1.1), but
we shall see that this is a natural consequence of the internal structure of the model.
We shall also show that an important part of the analysis needed to prove our results
consists of a combination of a stochastic comparison principle with results concerning
the initial value problem


duˆ(t; !) = g(uˆ(t; !)) dt +
r∑
j=1
hj(uˆ(t; !)) dWj(t; !); (t; !) ∈ R+ × ;
uˆ(0; !) = ’ˆ(!) ∈ (u0; u1); ! ∈ ;
(1.2)
where ’ˆ(!) ∈ (u0; u1) P-a.s., is independent of the Wiener process (W∼ (t; ·))t∈R+0 and
F0-measurable. A key ingredient in this combination will be provided by a detailed
investigation of the spatial average of the solutions to (1.1); technically speaking, mar-
tingale properties of this average, the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality in some interpo-
lated form, the Poincar,e–Wirtinger inequality and simple ergodic properties of some
Lebesgue- and Itoˆ integrals will be crucial in our considerations. We state our results
precisely and discuss them further in Section 2. We give the corresponding proofs
in Section 3 and we provide a completely elementary derivation of the interpolated
Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality that we need in the appendix. Finally, we refer the
reader to Berg,e et al. (1999) for a short announcement of some of our results.
We have also obtained related results, though somewhat less de8nitive, when the
driving Wiener process takes on its values in L2(D), or in other in8nite-dimensional,
separable Hilbert spaces. The corresponding proofs are, however, longer and more
technical so that we defer their presentation to a separate publication.
2. Statements and discussion of the main theorems
Throughout the remaining part of this article we deal with real Banach spaces.
We also write E for the expectation functional on (;F; (Ft)t∈R+0 ;P); ‖ · ‖p for the
usual Lp(D)-norm when p∈ [1;+∞]; ‖ · ‖1;2 for the Sobolev norm in H 1(D) and
C((0; T );L2(D)) for the space of all continuous mappings from the interval (0; T ) into
L2(D) when T ∈R+. Among all the possible ways to de8ne a notion of solution to
Problem (1.1) we choose the following.
Denition 1. We say that the L2(D)-valued, measurable random 8eld (u’(· ; t; ·))t∈R+0
de8ned on (;F; (Ft)t∈R+0 ;P) is a solution-random 8eld to Problem (1.1) if the
following conditions hold:
(1) (u’(· ; t; ·))t∈R+0 is adapted to the 8ltration (Ft)t∈R+0 .
(2) For every T ∈ R+ we have u’ ∈ L2((0; T )× ;H 1(D)) ∩ L2(;C((0; T );L2(D)))
and consequently
E
(∫ T
0
d
(‖u’(· ; ; ·)‖22 + ‖∇u’(· ; ; ·)‖22)
)
¡+∞:
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(3) We have u’(x; t; !)∈ (u0; u1) (dx⊗P)-a.s. for every t ∈R+ and, for every T ∈R+,
the relation∫
D
dx v(x)u’(x; t; !) =
∫
D
dx v(x)’(x; !)
−
∫
D
dx
∫ t
0
d(∇v(x); k(x; )∇u’(x; ; !))Rd
+
∫
D
dx v(x)
∫ t
0
d g(u’(x; ; !))
+
r∑
j=1
∫
D
dx v(x)
∫ t
0
hj(u’(x; ; !)) dWj(; !) (2.1)
holds P-a.s. for every v ∈ H 1(D) and every t ∈ [0; T ]:
Obviously, the random processes (uˆ ’ˆ(t; ·))t∈R+0 that solve Itoˆ’s problem (1.2) are
particular solutions to (1.1) which do not depend on the spatial variable. In view of
the following result, they will play an important roˆle in the sequel.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that hypotheses (K); (G); (H) and (I) hold. Then there exists
a unique solution-random >eld (u’(· ; t; ·))t∈R+0 to Problem (1:1); and there exist two
random processes (uˆ±(t; ·))t∈R+0 which solve Problem (1:2) such that the inequalities
uˆ−(t; !)6u’(x; t; !)6uˆ+(t; !) (2.2)
hold (dx ⊗ P)-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 :
While we can reduce the proofs of the existence and of the uniqueness of u’ to
rather standard arguments, we shall see below that parts of Theorem 2.1, in particular
inequalities (2.2), are simple consequences of a stochastic comparison principle which
we prove in Section 3. For the time being our immediate concern is to look for
conditions that will ensure the existence of an exponentially attracting global attractor
for Problem (1.1). We can do this provided that the following hypotheses hold.
(G˜) Hypothesis (G) holds and we have g60 or g¿0 identically on [u0; u1].
(H˜) Hypothesis (H) holds and there exists —˜ ∈ {1; : : : ; r} such that h—˜ (u) = 0 for all
u ∈ (u0; u1): Moreover, u0 and u1 are simple zeroes of h—˜:
Notice that the existence of such an h—˜ implies the nondegeneracy condition
r∑
j=1
h2j (u)¿ 0 (2.3)
for every u ∈ (u0; u1); and is, in fact, equivalent to it when r=1. Condition (2.3) plays
an important roˆle regarding the choice of a Feller function associated with Problem
(1.2) that we make below, while the very last part of hypothesis (H˜) is a requirement
related to our use of the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality (cf. with our proof of Lemma
3.3 in Section 3). Then, inherent in the following result concerning the long-time
behavior of u’ is the fact that the global attractor associated with Problem (1.1) comes
about as the a.s. limit of the spatial average |D|−1 ∫D dx u’(x; t; !) as t → +∞. In
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other words, the meaning of the next theorem is that the ultimate behavior of u’ is
eventually controlled by that of its spatial average. As we shall see in Section 3, an
additional complication in our analysis will stem from the fact that the random process
! 
→ |D|−1 ∫D dx u’(x; t; !) is not an Itoˆ di6usion, that is does not satisfy the ordinary
Itoˆ problem (1.2). In what follows, we write Q for the spatial average operator we
alluded to above, that is Qf = |D|−1 ∫D dx f(x) for every f ∈ Lp(D), p ∈ [1;+∞).
Theorem 2.2. Assume that hypotheses (K); (G˜); (H˜) and (I) hold. Let Qu’(t; ·) be
the spatial average of the solution-random >eld of Theorem 2:1. Then the limit
u˜ ’(!) := limt→+∞Qu’(t; !) exists P-a.s. Moreover; the random variable u˜ ’ takes
on its values in the two element-set {u0; u1} P-a.s. irrespective of the initial condition
’; and the following relations are valid for every p ∈ [1;+∞):
lim
t→+∞ ‖u’(· ; t; !)− u˜ ’(!)‖p = 0 (2.4)
P-a.s. and
lim
t→+∞ E
(
‖u’(· ; t; ·)− u˜ ’(·)‖pp + ‖∇u’(· ; t; ·)‖22
)
= 0: (2.5)
Up to now we have allowed random initial data in (1.1). In the next theorem, how-
ever, we wish to show how the behavior of the various nonlinearities in (1.1) determine
the 8ner properties of the random variable u˜ ’ when ’ in (1.1) is nonrandom. We 8rst
need the following de8nitions of stability, in which we assume that hypotheses (K),
(G), (H) and (I) hold. Related notions of stability for ordinary stochastic di6erential
equations have been known for a long time and widely used to investigate random
dynamical systems generated by ordinary Itoˆ equations (Gihman and Skorohod, 1972;
Has’minskii, 1980; Kushner, 1967).
Denition 2. (1) We say that u0;1 is stable in probability if the relation
lim
‖’−u0;1‖∞→0
P
{
! ∈ : sup
t∈R+0
‖u’(· ; t; !)− u0;1‖∞¿$
}
= 0 (2.6)
holds for every $ ∈ (0;+∞).
(2) We say that u0;1 is globally asymptotically stable in probability if relation (2.6)
holds and if we have
P
{
! ∈ : lim
t→+∞ ‖u’(· ; t; !)− u0;1‖∞ = 0
}
= 1 (2.7)
for every nonrandom ’ satisfying hypothesis (I).
(3) We say that u0;1 is unstable in probability if relation (2.6) does not hold.
We then have the following result, in which we write | · |r for the Euclidean norm
in Rr and h∼ (u) = (h1(u); : : : ; hr(u)), h
′
∼ (u) = (h
′
1(u); : : : ; h
′
r(u)) for every u ∈ [u0; u1].
Theorem 2.3. Assume that hypotheses (K); (G˜); (H˜) and (I) hold. Then the global
attractor associated with Problem (1:1) consists a.s. of the two stationary states u0
and u1. Moreover; if ’ is nonrandom; the following statements are valid:
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(1) If g60 identically on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u1)¿|C1=2h′∼ (u1)|2r ; we have u˜ ’(!) =
u0 P-a.s. Moreover; u0 is globally asymptotically stable in probability; u1 is un-
stable in probability and we have the optimal exponential decay estimate
lim
t→+∞ t
−1 ln
(
‖u’(· ; t; !)− u0‖p∞
)
= p
(
g′(u0)− 12 |C1=2h′∼ (u0)|2r
)
(2.8)
P-a.s. for every p ∈ R+: Finally; we have
lim
t→+∞ E
(
‖u’(· ; t; ·)− u0‖∞ + ‖∇u’(· ; t; ·)‖22
)
= 0: (2.9)
(2) If g60 identically on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u1)¡ |C1=2h′∼ (u1)|2r ; or if g¿0 identically
on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u0)¡ |C1=2h′∼ (u0)|2r ; we have
P{! ∈ : u˜ ’(!) = u0}¿ 0 (2.10)
and
P{! ∈ : u˜ ’(!) = u1}¿ 0: (2.11)
Moreover; both u0 and u1 are stable in probability and relation (2:5) holds.
(3) If g¿0 identically on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u0)¿|C1=2h′∼ (u0)|2r ; we have u˜ ’(!) =
u1 P-a.s. Moreover; u1 is globally asymptotically stable in probability; u0 is un-
stable in probability and we have the optimal exponential decay estimate
lim
t→+∞ t
−1 ln
(
‖u’(· ; t; !)− u1‖p∞
)
= p
(
g′(u1)− 12 |C1=2h′∼ (u1)|2r
)
(2.12)
P-a.s. for every p ∈ R+. Finally; we have
lim
t→+∞ E
(
‖u’(· ; t; ·)− u1‖∞ + ‖∇u’(· ; t; ·)‖22
)
= 0: (2.13)
Remarks. (1) We shall see below that the inequalities which determine the various
stability properties of u0 and u1 in Theorem 2.3 emerge in a natural way from the
asymptotic analysis of a suitable Feller function associated with Problem (1.2) (compare
with our argument in Section 3). We simply mention here that we may have g = 0
identically on [u0; u1] in Statement (2) of Theorem 2.3, but not in Statements (1) and
(3) (cf. with Remark (4) and the corollary below).
(2) We shall show in Section 3 that the explicit evaluation of the Lyapunov expo-
nents (2.8) and (2.12) comes about naturally as a consequence of inequalities (2.2) and
of some simple ergodic properties for certain Lebesgue-and stochastic integrals. Notice
that we may have g′(u0)=0 in (2.8), g′(u1)=0 in (2.12) and still have strictly negative
Lyapunov exponents. This is because of the conditions h′—˜ (u0) = 0, h′—˜ (u1) = 0 and of
the positive de8niteness of C.
(3) It is worth stressing the fact that, under the conditions of Statement 2 of Theorem
2.3, both u0 and u1 occur with strictly positive probability and are stable in probability.
Though not intuitive, this last property is related to the fact that u’ does not exhibit
recurrence -or oscillation phenomena in this case. We refer the reader to Chueshov and
Vuillermot (1998a) for an analysis of recurrence phenomena.
(4) In e6ect, Theorem 2.3 displays a phenomenon of exchange of stability between
the two components of the attractor. This is best seen in the following particular case
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where we can describe the exchange of stability between u0 and u1 by means of a single
parameter. Let g ∈ C2([u0; u1]) satisfy g¿0 identically on [u0; u1] and g(u0)=g(u1)=0;
g′(u0)¿ 0, g′(u1)¡ 0. We then consider the initial–boundary value problem

du(x; t; !) = (div(k(x; t)∇u(x; t; !)) + s]g(u(x; t; !))) dt
+
r∑
j=1
hj(u(x; t; !)) dWj(t; !); (x; t; !) ∈ D × R+ × ;
u(x; 0) = ’(x) ∈ (u0; u1); x ∈ D;
@u(x; t; !)
@n(k)
= 0; (x; t; !) ∈ @D × R+0 × ;
(2.14)
where s] ∈ R, and where the functions k; h1; : : : ; hr and ’ satisfy the same hypotheses
as above. The issue is to describe the exchange of stability by means of the single
parameter s]. We write u’(s]; ·) for the unique solution-random 8eld to (2.14).
Corollary 2.1. Under the preceding hypotheses the global attractor associated with
(2:14) consists a.s. of the two stationary states u0 and u1 and the following statements
are valid:
(1) If s] ∈ (−∞; |C1=2h′∼ (u1)|2r =2g′(u1)]; u0 is globally asymptotically stable in
probability; u1 is unstable in probability and we have
lim
t→+∞ t
−1 ln
(
‖u’(s]; t; !)− u0‖p∞
)
= p
(
s]g′(u0)− 12 |C1=2h′∼ (u0)|2r
)
(2.15)
P-a.s. for every p ∈ R+.
(2) If s] ∈ (|C1=2h′∼ (u1)|2r =2g′(u1); |C1=2h′∼ (u0)|2r =2g′(u0)); both u0 and u1 occur with
strictly positive probability and are stable in probability.
(3) If s] ∈ [|C1=2h′∼ (u0)|2r =2g′(u0);+∞); u1 is globally asymptotically stable in
probability; u0 is unstable in probability and we have
lim
t→+∞ t
−1 ln
(
‖u’(s]; t; !)− u1‖p∞
)
= p
(
s]g′(u1)− 12 |C1=2h′∼ (u1)|2r
)
(2.16)
P-a.s. for every p ∈ R+.
We refer to Problem (2.14) as a stochastic version of Fisher’s equation in population
genetics; a standard form of it is obtained if we choose g(u) = u(1 − u) = hj(u) for
each j; in this context, Corollary 2.1 means that there are two regimes in which only
one allele eventually survives in the population, while there exists a transition regime
in which both alleles coexist in a stable way for all time.
We shall give the complete proofs of the above results in the next section.
3. Proof of the main results
While our proof of Theorem 2.1 can be traced to the variational arguments of Krylov
and Rozovskii (1981) and Pardoux (1979), it relies also on a stochastic comparison
principle as do many other arguments in this section. Here we prove such a principle
for Problem (1.1) by a direct extension of the classic techniques used to handle or-
dinary Itoˆ equations (Ikeda and Watanabe, 1977, 1981; Karatzas and Shreve, 1991).
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In so doing we need not invoke Wong–ZakaST approximations as in Chueshov and
Vuillermot (1998a), nor arguments from the theory of Markov transition semigroups
as in Kotelenez (1992). We refer the reader to Manthey and Zausinger (1999) and
Tessitore and Zabczyk (1999) for other observations and recent results concerning this
topic. Let g∗; h∗1 ; : : : ; h
∗
r be the once continuously di6erentiable extensions of g; h1; : : : ; hr
to the entire real line, which all possess bounded and Lipschitzian derivatives on R,
and whose restrictions to [u0; u1] coincide with g; h1; : : : ; hr , respectively. Consider the
initial–boundary value problem

du(x; t; !) = (div(k(x; t)∇u(x; t; !)) + g∗(u(x; t; !))) dt
+
r∑
j=1
h∗j (u(x; t; !)) dWj(t; !); (x; t; !) ∈ D × R+ × ;
u(x; 0; !) = ’∗(x; !); (x; !) ∈ D × ;
@u(x; t; !)
@n(k)
= 0; (x; t; !) ∈ @D × R+0 × ;
(3.1)
where k and (W∼ (t; ·))t∈R+0 are as in the preceding sections, and where ! 
→ ’∗(· ; !) ∈
L2(D) is independent of (W∼ (t; ·))t∈R+0 and F0-measurable. A solution-random 8eld
(u’∗(· ; t; ·))t∈R+0 to Problem (3.1) is an L2(D)-valued, measurable random 8eld that
satis8es the 8rst two conditions of De8nition 1, along with the relation∫
D
dx v(x)u’∗(x; t; !) =
∫
D
dx v(x)’∗(x; !)
−
∫
D
dx
∫ t
0
d(∇v(x); k(x; )∇u’∗(x; ; !))Rd
+
∫
D
dx v(x)
∫ t
0
d g∗(u’∗(x; ; !))
+
r∑
j=1
∫
D
dx v(x)
∫ t
0
h∗j (u’∗(x; ; !)) dWj(; !) (3.2)
P-a.s. for every v ∈ H 1(D) and every t ∈ [0; T ], for each T ∈ R+. Then we have the
following result.
Proposition 3.1. Under the preceding hypotheses; there exists a unique solution-
random >eld (u’∗(· ; t; ·))t∈R+0 to Problem (3:1). Moreover; if ( ∗(x; ·))x∈D is
another (W∼ (t; ·))t∈R+0 -independent; F0-measurable random >eld such that ! 
→
 ∗(· ; !) ∈ L2(D); and if the inequality
’∗(x; !)6 ∗(x; !) (3.3)
holds (dx ⊗ P)-a.s.; then we have
u’∗(x; t; !)6u ∗(x; t; !) (3.4)
(dx ⊗ P)-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 .
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Proof. The existence and the uniqueness of u’∗ follow from a straightforward adap-
tation of the arguments in Krylov and Rozovskii (1981) and Pardoux (1979). As for
inequality (3.4), we note that it amounts to proving the relation
E(Q(u’∗(· ; t; ·)− u ∗(· ; t; ·))+) = 0 (3.5)
for every t ∈ R+0 , where Q is the projection operator de8ned in the preceding section
and where (·)+ stands for the positive part of the function between the parentheses.
Owing to Gronwall’s inequality it is, therefore, suUcient to prove that the estimate
E(Q(u’∗(· ; t; ·)− u ∗(· ; t; ·))+)6c
∫ t
0
dE(Q(u’∗(· ; ; ·)− u ∗(· ; ; ·))+) (3.6)
holds for some c ∈ R+ and every t ∈ R+. To this end, let ((n)n∈N+ be the sequence of
functions that was originally constructed in Ikeda and Watanabe (1977, 1981) to prove
comparison theorems for ordinary Itoˆ equations: for each n ∈ N+ we have (n ∈ C2(R),
(n identically zero on R− ∪ {0}, along with the relations
lim
n→+∞(n()) = )
+; (3.7)
06(′n())61; (3.8)
06)2(′′n ())6cn
−1 (3.9)
for every )∈R, where c denotes a positive constant in (3.9). We then de8ne the
sequence (*n)n∈N+ of functionals on L2(D) by
*n(f) =
∫
D
dx (n(f(x)): (3.10)
On the one hand, relations (3.3), (3.10) and the fact that (n vanishes on R− ∪ {0}
imply that
E(*n(’∗(· ; ·)−  ∗(· ; ·))) = 0: (3.11)
On the other hand, we infer easily from the basic properties of the (n’s and from
relation (3.10) that each *n is C1-Fr,echet di6erentiable on L2(D), and that the 8rst
Fr,echet derivative D*n is weakly Gaˆteaux di6erentiable in L2(D) in the sense of Aubin
and Ekeland (1984). These derivatives are given by
D*n(f)(f1) =
∫
D
dx (′n(f(x))f1(x) (3.12)
and
D2w*n(f)(f1; f2) =
∫
D
dx (′′n (f(x))f1(x)f2(x) (3.13)
for all f;f1; f2 ∈ L2(D): Moreover, since each (′′n is bounded the mappings f 
→(′′n ◦f
are all continuous from L2(D) into L∞(D) (the latter space being endowed with the
weak-star topology), and all the basic criteria of Pardoux (1979) that guarantee the
validity of an Itoˆ’s formula to evaluate the left-hand side of (3.6) are met. Therefore,
we can start from (3.1), use Itoˆ’s formula to calculate *n(u’∗(· ; t; !) − u ∗(· ; t; !));
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average the results thus obtained and invoke relation (3.11). We obtain for every t ∈ R+0
the relation
E(*n(u’∗(· ; t; ·)− u ∗(· ; t; ·)))
=−
∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx (k(x; )(∇u’∗(x; ; ·)−∇u ∗(x; ; ·));∇(′n(u’∗(x; ; ·)
− u ∗ (x; ; ·)))Rd
)
+
∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx (′n(u’∗(x; ; ·)−u ∗(x; ; ·))(g∗(u’∗(x; ; ·))
− g∗(u ∗(x; ; ·)))
)
+
1
2
∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx (′′n (u’∗(x; ; ·)
− u ∗(x; ; ·))|C1=2(h∗∼ (u’∗(x; ; ·))− h∗∼ (u ∗(x; ; ·)))|2r
)
(3.14)
after having used relations (3.12) and (3.13). For the 8rst term on the right-hand side
of (3.14), we now observe that we have
∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx (k(x; )(∇u’∗(x; ; ·)−∇u ∗(x; ; ·));∇(′n(u’∗(x; ; ·)
−u ∗(x; ; ·)))Rd
)
¿0 (3.15)
by virtue of the fact that (′′n¿0 identically by (3.9) and by the positivity of the
quadratic form in hypothesis (K), since
∇(′n(u’∗(x; ; !)− u ∗(x; ; !))
=(′′n (u’∗(x; ; !)− u ∗(x; ; !))(∇u’∗(x; ; !)−∇u ∗(x; ; !))
(dx ⊗ P)-a.s. for every  ∈ [0; t]. The substitution of (3.15) into (3.14) then leads to
the estimate
E(*n(u’∗(· ; t; ·)− u ∗(· ; t; ·)))
6
∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx (′n(u’∗(x; ; ·)− u ∗(x; ; ·))(g∗(u’∗(x; ; ·))
−g∗(u ∗(x; ; ·)))
)
+
1
2
∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx (′′n (u’∗(x; ; ·)
− u ∗(x; ; ·))|C1=2(h∗∼ (u’∗(x; ; ·))− h∗∼ (u ∗(x; ; ·)))|2r
)
(3.16)
for every t ∈ R+0 . In order to prove relation (3.6), it remains to estimate the two terms
on the right-hand side of (3.16). To estimate the 8rst one, we invoke relation (3.8)
along with the fact that g∗ is Lipschitz continuous; since (′n vanishes identically on
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R− ∪ {0} we obtain∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx (′n(u’∗(x; ; ·)− u ∗(x; ; ·))(g∗(u’∗(x; ; ·))− g∗(u ∗(x; ; ·)))
)
6c
∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx (u’∗(x; ; ·)− u ∗(x; ; ·))+
)
(3.17)
for some c ∈ R+ and for every t ∈ R+0 , uniformly in n ∈ N+. As for the second term
on the right-hand side of (3.16), we invoke relation (3.9) along with the fact that the
h∗j ’s are Lipschitz continuous; since the quadratic form associated with C is bounded
from above we get∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx (′′n (u’∗(x; ; ·)− u ∗(x; ; ·))|
×C1=2(h∗∼ (u’∗(x; ; ·))− h∗∼ (u ∗(x; ; ·)))|2r
)
6ctn−1 (3.18)
for some c ∈ R+, for every t ∈ R+0 and for every n ∈ N+. The combination of (3.16)
–(3.18) then leads to the estimate
E(*n(u’∗(· ; t; ·)− u ∗(· ; t; ·)))
6c
∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx(u’∗(x; ; ·)− u ∗(x; ; ·))+
)
+O(1=n)t (3.19)
for some c ∈ R+ and for every t ∈ R+0 . In order to obtain inequality (3.6), we now
let n → +∞ in relation (3.19) by invoking relation (3.7) and dominated convergence.
Remark. The preceding result applies in particular to the initial value problem

duˆ(t; !) = g∗(uˆ(t; !)) dt +
r∑
j=1
h∗j (uˆ(t; !)) dWj(t; !); (t; !) ∈ R+ × ;
uˆ(0; !) = ’ˆ∗(!); ! ∈ 
(3.20)
which is a special case of Problem (3:1). In (3.20) ’ˆ∗ is a real-valued, random variable
that is independent of (W∼ (t; ·))t∈R+0 and F0-measurable, so that if  ˆ
∗
is another such
variable satisfying ’ˆ∗(!)6 ˆ
∗
(!) P-a.s. we have uˆ ’ˆ∗(t; !)6uˆ  ˆ ∗(t; !) P-a.s. for every
t ∈ R+0 . In this case, since none of the processes involved depends on the spatial
variable, the above proof reduces verbatim to the original arguments of Ikeda and
Watanabe (1977, 1981) and Karatzas and Shreve (1991). Thus, our method allows
a uni8ed treatment of ordinary and partial Itoˆ di6erential equations such as (3.20)
and (3.1).
The preceding considerations now lead to the following.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let (’(x; ·))x∈D be the initial random 8eld of Problem
(1:1); and let ’ˆ± be the two real-valued, random variables de8ned by
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’ˆ−(!)=essinf x∈D’(x; !) and ’ˆ+(!)=esssupx∈D’(x; !); respectively. From hypothesis
(I) we have
u0 ¡’ˆ−(!)6’(x; !)6’ˆ+(!)¡u1 (3.21)
(dx⊗P)-a.s. Choose now ’∗=’ in (3.1), and let (u’(· ; t; ·))t∈R+0 be the corresponding
solution-random 8eld. Similarly, let (uˆ−(t; ·))t∈R+0 and (uˆ+(t; ·))t∈R+0 be the two random
processes corresponding to the initial conditions ’ˆ− and ’ˆ+; respectively, which solve
Problem (3:20). Since the functions g∗; h∗1 ; : : : ; h
∗
r all vanish at u0 and u1, we infer from
(3.21) and Proposition 3.1 that u’(x; t; !) ∈ (u0; u1) (dx ⊗ P)-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 ,
and that inequalities (2.2) hold. Relation (2.1) of De8nition 1 is then an immediate
consequence of (3.2) since the restrictions of g∗; h∗1 ; : : : ; h
∗
r to [u0; u1] coincide with
g; h1; : : : ; hr ; respectively.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.2. For this we 8rst investigate the long-time
behavior of the spatial average Qu’(t; ·). We get the following result by means of
simple martingale arguments.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that hypotheses (K); (G˜); (H) and (I) hold. Then there ex-
ists a random variable u˜ ’ : → [u0; u1] such that u˜ ’(!) = limt→+∞Qu’(t; !) P-a.s.
Moreover; we have limt→+∞E(‖Qu’(t; ·)− u˜ ’(·)‖pp) = 0 for every p ∈ [1;+∞).
Proof. Since Q is positivity preserving by de8nition, we have u0 ¡Qu’(t; !)¡u1
P-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 since u0 ¡u’(x; t; !)¡u1(dx ⊗ P)-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 .
Moreover, from (2.1) we get the integral representation
Qu’(t; !) = Q’(· ; !) +
∫ t
0
dQg(u’(· ; t; !)) +
r∑
j=1
∫ t
0
Qhj(u’(· ; t; !)) dWj(; !)
(3.22)
P-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 . From these facts we infer that the process (Qu’(t; ·))t∈R+0 is a
bounded (Ft)t∈R+0 -supermartingale when g60 identically on [u0; u1], or a bounded
(Ft)t∈R+0 -submartingale when g¿0 identically on [u0; u1], since Qg(u’(· ; ; !))60
P-a.s. in the 8rst case and Qg(u’(· ; ; !))¿0 P-a.s. in the second case for every  ∈
[0; t]. In either case we may conclude that the limit u˜ ’(!) := limt→+∞Qu’(t; !) ex-
ists P-a.s. by the standard submartingale convergence theorem (Revuz and Yor, 1994).
The very last statement of the lemma is an immediate consequence of the dominated
convergence property.
While it is clear that u˜ ’ takes on its values in [u0; u1] P-a.s., it is considerably
less intuitive and, in fact, more complicated to prove that u˜ ’(!) ∈ {u0; u1} P-a.s. For
this we need several preparatory results. In the proof of the next lemma we write
Qh∼(u) = (Qh1(u); : : : ; Qhr(u)) for every u ∈ [u0; u1].
Lemma 3.2. Assume that hypotheses (K); (G˜); (H) and (I) hold. Then we have  
→
E(Qg(u’(· ; ; ·))) ∈ L1(R+) and  
→ E((Qhj(u’(· ; ; ·)))2) ∈ L1(R+) for every j ∈
{1; : : : ; r}.
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Proof. The mappings  
→ E(Qg(u’(· ; ; ·))) and  
→ E((Qhj(u’(· ; ; ·)))2) are clearly
measurable on R+. Furthermore, by taking the average of relation (3.22) and by using
the fundamental fact that the average of Itoˆ’s integral vanishes, we obtain∫ t
0
dE(Qg(u’(· ; ; ·))) = E(Qu’(t; ·))− E(’(·)) (3.23)
for every t ∈ R+0 . Since we have u0 ¡Qu’(t; !)¡u1 P-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 , and
since either g60 or g¿0 identically on [u0; u1], we conclude from relation (3.23) that
there exists c ∈ R+ such that ∫ t0 d |E(Qg(u’(· ; ; ·)))|6c for every t ∈ R+0 , which
proves the Lebesgue integrability of  
→ E(Qg(u’(· ; ; ·))): As for the second mapping
we start from relation (3.22) once again and apply Itoˆ’s formula to obtain
(Qu’(t; !))2 = (Q’(· ; !))2 + 2
∫ t
0
dQu’(; !)Qg(u’(· ; ; !))
+
∫ t
0
d|C1=2(Qh∼(u’(· ; ; !)))|2r
+2
r∑
j=1
∫ t
0
Qu’(; !)Qhj(u’(· ; ; !)) dWj(; !) (3.24)
P-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 . By taking the average of relation (3.24), and by using once
more the fact that the average of Itoˆ’s integral vanishes, we get∫ t
0
dE|C1=2(Qh∼(u’(· ; ; ·)))|2r = E((Qu’(t; ·))2)− E((Q’(·))2)
− 2
∫ t
0
dE(Qu’(; ·)Qg(u’(· ; ; ·))): (3.25)
From the 8rst part of the proof we now infer that the right-hand side of relation (3.25)
is uniformly bounded in t ∈ R+0 . On the other hand, since C is positive de8nite there
exists a constant c∗ ∈ R+ such that the inequality
c∗
r∑
j=1
∫ t
0
dE((Qhj(u’(· ; ; ·)))2)6
∫ t
0
dE|C1=2(Qh∼(u’(· ; ; ·)))|2r
holds. These facts imply that there exists a constant c ∈ R+ such that the estimate∫ t
0 dE((Qhj(u’(· ; ; ·)))2)6c holds for every j ∈ {1; : : : ; r} and every t ∈ R+0 :
The preceding lemma along with the Poincar,e–Wirtinger inequality, Itoˆ’s formula for
L2(D)-valued processes and the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality in some interpolated
form now allow us to prove the following result.
Lemma 3.3. Assume that hypotheses (K); (G˜); (H˜) and (I) hold. Then we have  
→
E(‖u’(· ; ; ·)−Qu’(; ·)‖22) ∈ L1(R+) and  
→ E(Qh2j (u’(· ; ; ·))) ∈ L1(R+) for every
j ∈ {1; : : : ; r}.
Proof. The two mappings de8ned in the statement of the lemma are clearly mea-
surable on R+. Furthermore, since x 
→ u’(x; ; !) ∈ H 1(D) P-a.s. for every , and
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since D is bounded and connected, the Poincar,e–Wirtinger inequality (Evans, 1998)
implies that there exists a constant c ∈ R+ such that the estimate E(‖u’(· ; ; ·) −
Qu’(; ·)‖22)6cE(‖∇u’(· ; ; ·)‖22) holds for every . In order to get the 8rst statement
of the lemma, it is then suUcient to prove that  
→ E(‖∇u’(· ; ; ·)‖22) ∈ L1(R+). The
measurability of this map is obvious. We then use Itoˆ’s formula for the L2(D)-valued
process (u’(· ; t; ·))t∈R+0 to evaluate its L2-norm; we obtain
‖u’(· ; t; !)‖22 = ‖’(· ; !)‖22 − 2
∫ t
0
d
∫
D
dx(k(x; )∇u’(x; ; !);∇u’(x; ; !))Rd
+2
∫ t
0
d
∫
D
dx u’(x; ; !)g(u’(x; ; !))
+
∫ t
0
d
∫
D
dx|C1=2 h∼(u’(x; ; !))|2r
+2
r∑
j=1
∫ t
0
∫
D
dx u’(x; ; !)hj(u’(x; ; !)) dWj(; !) (3.26)
P-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 . Then, by using the ellipticity condition of hypothesis (K) in
(3.26), and by taking the average of the resulting estimate, we get the inequality
2k
∫ t
0
dE(‖∇u’(· ; ; ·)‖22)6 E(‖’(· ; ·)‖22)
+2
∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx u’(x; ; ·)g(u’(x; ; ·))
)
+
∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx|C1=2 h∼(u’(x; ; ·))|2r
)
(3.27)
for every t ∈ R+0 . We now analyze the last two terms on the right-hand side of (3.27).
Owing to the fact that u0 ¡u’(x; ; !)¡u1 (dx ⊗ P)-a.s. for every  ∈ [0; t], and by
using the de8nition of Q, we may estimate the 8rst term as
2
∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx u’(x; ; ·)g(u’(x; ; ·))
)
6 c
∫ t
0
dE(Q|g(u’(· ; ; ·))|)
= c
∫ t
0
d|E(Qg(u’(· ; ; ·)))| (3.28)
for some constant c ∈ R+, since either g60 or g¿0 identically on [u0; u1]. As for
the second term, we 8rst observe that there exists a constant c∗ ∈ R+ such that the
estimate∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx|C1=2 h∼(u’(x; ; ·))|2r
)
6c∗
r∑
j=1
∫ t
0
dE(‖hj(u’(· ; ; ·))‖22)
(3.29)
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holds for every t ∈ R+0 : Now because of hypothesis (H˜), there exists a constant c ∈ R+
such that the estimate
|hj(u)|6c|h—˜(u)| (3.30)
holds for every u ∈ [u0; u1] and every j ∈ {1; : : : ; r}. The substitution of relation (3.30)
into relation (3.29) then leads to the estimate∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx|C1=2 h∼(u’(x; ; ·))|2r
)
6c
∫ t
0
dE(‖h—˜(u’(· ; ; ·))‖22) (3.31)
for some c ∈ R+ and every t ∈ R+0 . Since D has the cone condition, we may now
proceed by estimating ‖h—˜(u’(· ; ; !))‖22 by means of the following interpolated form
of the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality (see the appendix): for every $ ∈ R+ suUciently
small, there exists a constant c$ ∈ R+ such that the estimate
‖h—˜(u’(· ; ; !))‖226c$‖h—˜(u’(· ; ; !))‖21 + $‖∇h—˜(u’(· ; ; !))‖22 (3.32)
holds P-a.s. for every  ∈ [0; t]. Then, by substituting relation (3.32) into (3.31) and
by changing the value of the constant c$ if necessary, we get∫ t
0
dE
(∫
D
dx|C1=2 h∼(u’(x; ; ·))|2r
)
6c$
∫ t
0
dE((Qh—˜(u’(· ; ; ·)))2) + $c
∫ t
0
dE(‖h′—˜(u’(· ; ; ·))∇u’(· ; ; ·)‖22)
6c$
∫ t
0
dE((Qh—˜(u’(· ; ; ·)))2) + $c
∫ t
0
dE (‖∇u’(· ; ; ·)‖22) (3.33)
for some c ∈ R+, using the fact that |h—˜| = ±h—˜ identically on [u0; u1], the de8nition
of Q and the boundedness of h′—˜ on [u0; u1]. The substitution of relations (3.28) and
(3.33) into (3.27) then leads to the estimate
(2k − $c)
∫ t
0
dE(‖∇u’(· ; ; ·)‖22)6 E(‖’(· ; ·)‖22) + c
∫ t
0
d |E(Qg(u’(· ; ; ·)))|
+ c$
∫ t
0
dE((Qh—˜(u’(· ; ; ·)))2): (3.34)
We now choose $ suUciently small in (3.34) in such a way that 2k − $c be strictly
positive. We infer from this that the estimate∫ t
0
dE(‖∇u’(· ; ; ·)‖22)
6c$
(
E(‖’(· ; ·)‖22)+
∫ t
0
d |E(Qg(u’(· ; ; ·)))|+
∫ t
0
dE((Qh—˜(u’(· ; ; ·)))2)
)
(3.35)
holds for some c$ ∈ R+. Moreover, we have  
→ E((Qh—˜(u’(· ; ; ·)))2) ∈ L1(R+) as a
consequence of Lemma 3.2. We then conclude from relation (3.35) and Lemma 3.2 that
 
→ E(‖∇u’(· ; ; ·)‖22) ∈ L1(R+); which proves the 8rst part of the lemma. Finally, in
order to prove the integrability of  
→ E(Qh2j (u’(· ; ; ·))), we start again from relation
(3.26) but use this time the upper bound of the quadratic form in hypothesis (K)
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instead of the ellipticity condition. Then, by expressing all terms of the inequality thus
obtained by means of the operator Q and by averaging, we get the estimate∫ t
0
dE(Q|C1=2 h∼(u’(· ; ; ·))|2r )6 E(Qu2’(t ; ·)) + 2 Mk
∫ t
0
dE(‖∇u’(· ; ; ·)‖22)
− 2
∫ t
0
dE(Q(u’(· ; ; ·)g(u’(· ; ; ·)))) (3.36)
for every t ∈ R+0 . Furthermore, as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, there exists a constant
c∗ ∈ R+ such that the estimate
c∗
∫ t
0
dE(Q|h∼(u’(· ; ; ·))|2r )6
∫ t
0
dE(Q|C1=2 h∼(u’(· ; ; ·))|2r ) (3.37)
holds since C is positive de8nite. From the substitution of (3.37) into (3.36) we then
infer that there exists a constant c ∈ R+ such that the estimate∫ t
0
dE(Qh2j (u’(· ; ; ·)))6c
(
E(Qu2’(t; ·)) +
∫ t
0
dE(‖∇u’(· ; ; ·)‖22)
−2
∫ t
0
dE(Q(u’(· ; ; ·)g(u’(· ; ; ·))))
)
(3.38)
holds for every t ∈ R+0 and for every j ∈ {1; : : : ; r}. From the results already proved
above, it is now plain that the terms on the right-hand side of (3.38) are uniformly
bounded in t ∈ R+0 .
The preceding integrability properties now lead to the following result.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that hypotheses (K); (G˜); (H˜) and (I) hold. Let u˜ ’ be the
random variable of Lemma 3:1. Then we have u˜ ’(!) ∈ {u0; u1} P-a.s.
Proof. It is suUcient to prove that g(u˜ ’(!)) = hj(u˜ ’(!)) = 0 P-a.s. for every j ∈
{1; : : : ; r}, for then the result follows from the nondegeneracy condition (2.3). From
the integrability properties of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we infer that there exists a sequence
(tn)⊂R+ diverging to in8nity such that the r + 2 relations
lim
n→+∞ E(‖u’(· ; tn; ·)− Qu’(tn; ·)‖
2
2) = 0; (3.39)
lim
n→+∞ E(Qg(u’(· ; tn; ·))) = 0; (3.40)
lim
n→+∞ E(Qh
2
j (u’(· ; tn; ·))) = 0 (3.41)
hold since the sign of each one of the above functions is constant on R+. Furthermore,
owing to the de8nition of the operator Q, and by using successively the fact that g
is Lipschitz continuous along with Schwarz- and Jensen’s inequalities, we obtain the
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sequence of estimates
|E(Qg(u’(· ; tn; ·)))− E(g(Qu’(tn; ·)))|
6E(|Qg(u’(· ; tn; ·))− Qg(Qu’(tn; ·))|)
6cE(‖u’(· ; tn; ·)− Qu’(tn; ·)‖2)
6cE1=2(‖u’(· ; tn; ·)− Qu’(tn; ·)‖22) (3.42)
for some constant c ∈ R+. Consequently, from relations (3.39), (3.40) and (3.42) we
infer that the relation
lim
n→+∞ E(g(Qu’(tn; ·))) = 0 (3.43)
holds. In a completely similar way we have
|E(Qh2j (u’(· ; tn; ·)))− E(h2j (Qu’(tn; ·)))|6cE1=2(‖u’(· ; tn; ·)− Qu’(tn; ·)‖22) (3.44)
for every j ∈ {1; : : : ; r}, so that from relations (3.39), (3.41) and (3.44) we have
lim
n→+∞ E(h
2
j (Qu’(tn; ·))) = 0: (3.45)
Since either g60 or g¿0 identically on [u0; u1], we infer from relation (3.43) that
there exists a subsequence (tnk )⊂ (tn) such that the relation
lim
k→+∞
g(Qu’(tnk ; !)) = 0 (3.46)
holds P-a.s. In a completely similar way we have from relation (3.45) that
lim
k→+∞
h2j (Qu’(t
∗
nk ; !)) = 0 (3.47)
P-a.s. along a subsequence that may depend on j. The result then follows from (3.46),
(3.47), the continuity of the functions g, hj, and Lemma 3.1.
The preceding results now lead to the following.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. It remains to prove relations (2.4) and (2.5). We 8rst note that
the absolute value |u’(x; t; !)−Qu’(t; !)| is uniformly bounded in all variables P-a.s.
since we have u0 ¡u’(x; t; !)¡u1 (dx ⊗ P)-a.s. and u0 ¡Qu’(t; !)¡u1 P-a.s. for
every t ∈ R+0 . Therefore, we have
lim
t→+∞ ‖u’(· ; t; !)− Qu’(t; !)‖p = 0 (3.48)
P-a.s. for every p ∈ [1;+∞) if, and only if, the relation
lim
t→+∞ ‖u’(· ; t; !)− Qu’(t; !)‖2 = 0 (3.49)
holds P-a.s. In order to get (3.49), we consider the auxiliary function a : [u0; u1]→ R+0
de8ned by a(u) = (u− u0)(u1 − u) and we prove that the estimate
‖u’(· ; t; !)− Qu’(t; !)‖226ca(Qu’(t; !)) (3.50)
holds P-a.s. for some c ∈ R+ and every t ∈ R+0 . Indeed, (3.49) then follows imme-
diately from (3.50) by letting t → +∞ and by using Proposition 3.2 along with the
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fact that a vanishes exclusively at u0 and u1. Estimate (3.50), in turn, follows from a
second-order Taylor expansion of a around Qu’(t; !) in the following way: owing to
the de8nition of the operator Q we have
‖u’(· ; t; !)− Qu’(t; !)‖22 =
∫
D
dx(u’(x; t; !)− Qu’(t; !))2
= −
∫
D
dx(a(u’(x; t; !))− a(Qu’(t; !)))
= |D|(a(Qu’(t; !))− Qa(u’(· ; t; !)))
6 |D|a(Qu’(t; !))
P-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 , since
∫
D dx(u’(x; t; !)−Qu’(t; !))=0 and Qa(u’(· ; t; !))¿0
P-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 . The preceding considerations show that (3.48) holds, and
hence that relation (2.4) holds because of the 8rst part of Lemma 3.1. As for the proof
of relation (2.5), we 8rst infer from (2.4) and dominated convergence that
lim
t→+∞ E(‖u’(· ; t; ·)− u˜ ’(·)‖
p
p) = 0 (3.51)
for every p ∈ [1;+∞). Therefore, in order to get relation (2.5), it remains to prove
that
lim
t→+∞ E(‖∇u’(· ; t; ·)‖
2
2) = 0: (3.52)
Because of hypothesis (K), and by a straightforward adaptation of the proofs of Lem-
mas 3:9–3:11 of Chueshov and Vuillermot (1998a), we 8rst note that the estimate
E(‖∇u’(· ; t; ·)‖22)6 c
(
E(‖(I − Q)u’(· ; t − 2; ·)‖22)
+
∫ t
t−2
dE(‖(I − Q)u’(· ; ; ·)‖22)
)
(3.53)
holds for some c ∈ R+ and all suUciently large t ∈ R+, where I denotes the identity
operator in L2(D). Relation (3.52) is then an immediate consequence of (3.53), (3.49)
and dominated convergence.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.3. For this we also need several preparatory
results. Recall that from now on, the initial conditions in (1.1) and (1.2) are nonrandom.
Our 8rst goal is to associate with the ordinary Itoˆ’s problem (1.2) a suitable Feller
function F whose asymptotic behavior at u0 and u1 will be critical to our analysis. Fix
/ˆ; 0ˆ ∈ (u0; u1) and de8ne F : (u0; u1)→ R by
F(u) =
∫ u
/ˆ
dv exp
[
−2
∫ v
0ˆ
dw
g(w)
|C1=2 h∼ (w)|2r
]
: (3.54)
We note that the preceding function is well de8ned by virtue of the nondegeneracy
condition (2.3) and the fact that C is positive de8nite. The main result concerning the
asymptotic behavior of F is the following.
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Proposition 3.3. Assume that hypotheses (G˜) and (H˜) hold and let F : (u0; u1) → R
be de>ned by relation (3:54). Then the following conclusions are valid:
(1) If g60 identically on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u1)¿|C1=2 h∼′ (u1)|2r we have limu↓u0 F(u)¿
−∞ and limu↑u1 F(u) = +∞:
(2) If g60 identically on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u1)¡ |C1=2 h∼′ (u1)|2r ; or if g¿0 identi-
cally on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u0)¡ |C1=2 h∼′ (u0)|2r ; we have limu↓u0 F(u)¿−∞ and
limu↑u1 F(u)¡+∞:
(3) If g¿0 identically on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u0)¿|C1=2 h∼′ (u0)|2r we have limu↓u0 F(u)=
−∞ and limu↑u1 F(u)¡+∞:
Proof. Set 10 =2g′(u0)=|C1=2 h∼′ (u0)|2r and 11 =2g′(u1)=|C1=2 h∼′ (u1)|2r : These constants
are well de8ned by virtue of hypothesis (H˜) and of the positive de8niteness of C. We
begin by proving that there exist constants c; Mc ∈ R+ such that the estimates
c(v− u0)−10 (u1 − v)−11
6exp
[
−2
∫ v
0ˆ
dw
g(w)
|C1=2 h∼ (w)|2r
]
6 Mc(v− u0)−10 (u1 − v)−11 (3.55)
hold for every v ∈ (u0; u1): An elementary analysis around u0 and u1 8rst shows that
the function w 
→ g(w)=|C1=2 h∼(w)|2r −10=2(w−u0)−11=2(w−u1) remains bounded on
(u0; u1). Equivalently, there exists a bounded function b : (u0; u1) → R such that the
relation
g(w)
|C1=2 h∼ (w)|2r
= b(w) +
10
2(w − u0) +
11
2(w − u1) (3.56)
holds for every w ∈ (u0; u1). From relation (3.56) we then get
exp
[
−2
∫ v
0ˆ
dw
g(w)
|C1=2 h∼ (w)|2r
]
= c exp
[
−2
∫ v
0ˆ
dw b(w)
]
(v− u0)−10 (u1 − v)−11
(3.57)
for some constant c ∈ R+ and for every v ∈ (u0; u1). Now since b is bounded on
(u0; u1), so is the function v 
→
∫ v
0ˆ dw b(w). Inequalities (3.55) then immediately follow
from relation (3.57). Let us now investigate the asymptotic behavior of F at u1; for
this we may assume that u¿ /ˆ so that inequalities (3.55) give
c
∫ u
/ˆ
dv(v− u0)−10 (u1 − v)−116F(u)6 Mc
∫ u
/ˆ
dv(v− u0)−10 (u1 − v)−11 (3.58)
for every u ∈ (/ˆ; u1). If g60 identically on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u1)¿|C1=2 h∼′ (u1)|2r ,
then 1060 and 11¿1 so that limu↑u1
∫ u
/ˆ dv(v − u0)−10 (u1 − v)−11 = +∞, which im-
plies that limu↑u1 F(u) = +∞ from relations (3.58). If g60 identically on [u0; u1]
and if 2g′(u1)¡ |C1=2 h∼′ (u1)|2r , or if g¿0 identically on [u0; u1], we have 1060 and
0611 ¡ 1 or 10¿0 and 1160, respectively. In both cases these conditions imply that
limu↑u1
∫ u
/ˆ dv(v−u0)−10 (u1−v)−11 ¡+∞ so that limu↑u1 F(u)¡+∞ again from rela-
tion (3.58). We can investigate the asymptotic behavior of F around u0 in a completely
similar way.
Also essential to our proof of Theorem 2.3 below is the auxiliary function A :
(u0; u1)→ R de8ned as any primitive of u 
→ 1=a(u), where a(u)=(u−u0)(u1−u) is as
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in the proof of Theorem 2.2. On the one hand, the function A diverges logarithmically
at u0 and u1. On the other hand, it allows one to prove a strong law of large numbers
for processes of the form (A(uˆ ’ˆ(t; ·)))t∈R+0 , where (uˆ ’ˆ(t; ·))t∈R+0 is any solution-process
to Problem (1.2). We begin with the precise description of the behavior of A.
Lemma 3.4. Let c ∈ (0; u1 − u0). Then the following conclusions hold:
(1) There exist constants c0, Mc0 ∈ R such that the inequalities
a′(u0)(c0 + A(y))6ln(y − u0)6a′(u0)( Mc0 + A(y)) (3.59)
hold for every y ∈ (u0; u1 − c]:
(2) There exist constants c1; Mc1 ∈ R such that the inequalities
a′(u1)(c1 + A(y))6ln(u1 − y)6a′(u1)( Mc1 + A(y)) (3.60)
hold for every y ∈ [u0 + c; u1).
Proof. Fix /ˆ ∈ (u0; u1) and set A(y) =
∫ y
/ˆ d=a() for y ∈ (u0; u1); where a() =
(− u0)(u1− ): An explicit evaluation of the preceding integral leads to the relations
a′(u0)A(y) =−a′(u1)A(y) = (u1 − u0)A(y) = ln(y − u0)− ln(u1 − y) + O(1);
(3.61)
where O(1) denotes a constant that depends only on /ˆ; u0 and u1. Inequalities (3.59)
and (3.60) are then an immediate consequence of relations (3.61).
We now proceed by proving the strong law of large numbers we alluded to above.
Proposition 3.4. Assume that hypotheses (G˜) and (H˜) hold. Let A be the function of
Lemma 3:4 and let (uˆ ’ˆ(t; ·))t∈R+0 be any solution-process to the initial value problem
(1:2). Then the following conclusions are valid:
(1) If g60 identically on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u1)¿|C1=2 h∼′ (u1)|2r we have
lim
t→+∞ t
−1A(uˆ ’ˆ(t; !)) =
1
a′(u0)
(
g′(u0)− 12 |C
1=2 h∼
′ (u0)|2r
)
(3.62)
P-a.s.; irrespective of the initial condition ’ˆ.
(2) If g¿0 identically on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u0)¿|C1=2 h∼′ (u0)|2r we have
lim
t→+∞ t
−1A(uˆ ’ˆ(t; !)) =
1
a′(u1)
(
g′(u1)− 12 |C
1=2 h∼
′ (u1)|2r
)
(3.63)
P-a.s.; irrespective of the initial condition ’ˆ.
Proof. For the sake of notational simplicity, we omit the subscript ’ˆ in the forthcoming
arguments. From (1.2) and Itoˆ’s formula we have
t−1A(uˆ(t; !)) = t−1A(’ˆ) + t−1
∫ t
0
d
(
g(uˆ(; !))
a(uˆ(; !))
− 1
2
a′(uˆ(; !))
a2(uˆ(; !))
|C1=2 h∼(uˆ(; !))|2r
)
+ t−1
r∑
j=1
∫ t
0
hj(uˆ(; !))
a(uˆ(; !))
dWj(; !) (3.64)
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P-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 . Now if g60 identically on [u0; u1] and if 2g′(u1)¿
|C1=2 h∼′ (u1)|2r ; we have limu↓u0 F(u)¿−∞ and limu↑u1 F(u) =+∞ by the 8rst state-
ment of Proposition 3.3. From this and from the standard theory of one-dimensional Itoˆ
di6usions (Gihman and Skorohod, 1972; Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981; Itoˆ and Mc Kean,
1974; Karatzas and Shreve, 1991), we have
lim
t→+∞ uˆ(t; !) = u0 (3.65)
P-a.s., irrespective of the initial condition ’ˆ: Furthermore, the function u 
→ g(u)=a(u)−
1
2 (a
′(u)=a2(u))|C1=2 h∼(u)|2r is uniformly continuous on (u0; u1) since the two limits
lim
u→u0;1
(
g(u)
a(u)
− 1
2
a′(u)
a2(u)
|C1=2 h∼(u)|2r
)
=
g′(u0;1)
a′(u0;1)
− 1
2
lim
u→u0;1
a′(u)
(
C
h∼ (u)
a(u)
;
h∼ (u)
a(u)
)
Rr
=
1
a′(u0;1)
(
g′(u0;1)− 12 |C
1=2 h∼
′ (u0;1)|2r
)
(3.66)
exist. From (3.65) and (3.66) we then conclude that the relation
lim
t→+∞ t
−1
∫ t
0
d
(
g(uˆ(; !))
a(uˆ(; !))
− 1
2
a′(uˆ(; !))
a2(uˆ(; !))
|C1=2 h∼(uˆ(; !))|2r
)
=
1
a′(u0)
(
g′(u0)− 12 |C
1=2 h∼
′ (u0)|2r
)
(3.67)
holds P-a.s. The comparison of relations (3.62) and (3.64) with relation (3.67) then
shows that we still have to prove that
lim
t→+∞ t
−1
∫ t
0
h∼ (uˆ(; !)) dW∼ (; !)
a(uˆ(; !))
:= lim
t→+∞ t
−1
r∑
j=1
∫ t
0
hj(uˆ(; !))
a(uˆ(; !))
dWj(; !) = 0
(3.68)
P-a.s. in order to obtain (3.62). To this end we note that the continuous function
u 
→ |C1=2 h∼(u)|2r =a2(u) is bounded on (u0; u1), since the limits
lim
u→u0;1
|C1=2h∼ (u)|2r
a2(u)
= lim
u→u0;1
(
C
h∼ (u)
a(u)
;
h∼ (u)
a(u)
)
Rr
=
1
a′2(u0;1)
|C1=2 h′∼ (u0;1)|2r
exist. From this and from the isometry property of Itoˆ’s integral, we infer that the
estimate
E
(∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
h∼ (uˆ(; ·)) dW∼ (; ·)
a(uˆ(; ·))
∣∣∣∣
2
)
=
∫ t
0
dE
(
|C1=2h∼ (uˆ(; ·))|2r
a2(uˆ(; ·))
)
6ct (3.69)
holds for some c ∈ R+ and for every t ∈ R+0 . Because of the preceding relation, we
may now proceed as in the proof of the strong law of large numbers for a standard,
one-dimensional Brownian motion (see, for instance, Karatzas and Shreve, 1991): for
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each $ ∈ R+, let (An($))n∈N+ ⊂F be the sequence of events de8ned by
An($) =
{
! ∈ : sup
t∈[2n;2n+1]
t−1
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
h∼ (uˆ(; !)) dW∼ (; !)
a(uˆ(; !))
∣∣∣∣¿$
}
: (3.70)
By observing that the random process
(∣∣∣∫ t0 h∼(uˆ(; ·)) dW∼ (; ·)=a(uˆ(; ·))
∣∣∣)
t∈R+0
is a pos-
itive submartingale, and by using successively Tchebychev’s inequality, Doob’s maxi-
mal inequality (Revuz and Yor, 1994) and relation (3.69) for t = 2n+1, we obtain the
sequence of estimates
P(An($))6 $−2E
(
sup
t∈[2n;2n+1]
t−2
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
h∼ (uˆ(; ·)) dW∼ (; ·)
a(uˆ(; ·))
∣∣∣∣
2
)
6 $−241−nE


∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 2n+1
0
h∼ (uˆ(; ·)) dW∼ (; ·)
a(uˆ(; ·))
∣∣∣∣∣
2

6c$2−n (3.71)
for some positive constant c$ ∈ R+. It follows from relation (3.71) that
∑
n∈N+ P(An($))
¡+∞, and hence that relation (3.68) holds by virtue of a standard application of the
8rst Borel–Cantelli lemma.
The preceding considerations now lead to the following.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Since the two processes (uˆ±(t; ·))t∈R+0 do not depend on the
spatial variable, our 8rst observation is that the estimates
uˆ−(t; !)6Qu’(t; !)6uˆ+(t; !) (3.72)
hold P-a.s. for every t ∈ R+0 as a consequence of inequalities (2.2). Let us consider
the case g60 identically on [u0; u1] with 2g′(u1)¿|C1=2 h∼(u1)|2r . From Statement (1) of
Proposition 3.3 or from relation (3.65), we have limt→+∞ uˆ+(t; !) = u0 P-a.s., which
gives u˜ ’(!)=u0 P-a.s. because of (3.72) and Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, from this and
from the right-hand side inequality (2.2) we have
‖u’(· ; t; !)− u˜ ’(!)‖∞ = ‖u’(· ; t; !)− u0‖∞6|uˆ+(t; !)− u0| → 0 (3.73)
P-a.s. as t → +∞, irrespective of the initial condition ’. This proves relation (2.9)
because of (3.52) and dominated convergence. By an argument entirely similar to
that we gave in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we now observe that the random process
(uˆ+(t; ·) − u0)t∈R+0 is a positive (Ft)t∈R+0 -supermartingale. From this, along with the
right-hand side inequality (2.2) and Doob’s supermartingale inequality (Revuz and Yor,
1994), we conclude that the estimates
P
{
! ∈ : sup
t∈R+0
‖u’(· ; t; !)− u0‖∞¿$
}
6P
{
! ∈ : sup
t∈R+0
|uˆ+(t; !)− u0|¿$
}
6$−1|’ˆ+ − u0| → 0
hold for every $ ∈ R+ when ’ˆ+ ↓ u0. This proves the asymptotic stability in probability
of u0 since we have (3.73) and ‖’−u0‖∞= |’ˆ+−u0|. We can prove the instability in
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probability of u1 by invoking similar arguments. We now turn to the evaluation of the
Lyapunov exponent (2.8). Since limt→+∞ uˆ±(t; !) = u0 P-a.s., we have the estimates
t−1a′(u0)(c0 + A(uˆ−(t; !)))6 t
−1 ln(‖u’(· ; t; !)− u0‖∞)
6 t−1a′(u0)( Mc0 + A(uˆ+(t; !))) (3.74)
P-a.s. for all suUciently large t ∈ R+, as a consequence of inequalities (2.2) and
(3.59). Relation (2.8) is then an immediate consequence of (3.74) and of the strong
law of large numbers (3.62). The preceding considerations prove Statement (1) entirely.
We can prove Statement (3) in a completely analogous manner, by interchanging the
roˆles of u0 and u1 and by invoking Statement (3) of Proposition 3.3, relations (3.60)
and (3.63) for the evaluation of (2.12). Therefore, it remains to prove Statement (2).
Recall that if g60 identically on [u0; u1] with 2g′(u1)¡ |C1=2h′∼ (u1)|2r , or if g¿0
identically on [u0; u1] with 2g′(u0)¡ |C1=2h′∼ (u0)|2r ; the Feller function F de8ned by
(3.54) is uniformly bounded on (u0; u1) according to Statement (2) of Proposition 3.3.
De8ne F(u0) := limu↓u0 F(u) and F(u1) := limu↑u1 F(u); then, from the right-hand
side inequality (2.2) and from a straightforward adaptation of the standard theory of
exit-times for Itoˆ di6usions (Gihman and Skorohod, 1972; Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981;
Itoˆ and Mc Kean, 1974; Karatzas and Shreve, 1991) we obtain
P
{
! ∈ : sup
t∈R+0
‖u’(· ; t; !)− u0‖∞¿$
}
6P
{
! ∈ : sup
t∈R+0
|uˆ+(t; !)− u0|¿$
}
6
F(’ˆ+)− F(u0)
F(u0 + $)− F(u0)
for every $ ∈ (0; u1−u0) and every ’ˆ+ ∈ (u0; u0 + $). Letting ’ˆ+ ↓ u0 in the preceding
relation allows us to conclude that u0 is stable in probability. Finally, owing to Lemma
3.1, to inequalities (2.2) and to the standard theory of Itoˆ di6usions once again we get
P{! ∈ : u˜ ’(!) = u0}
¿P
{
! ∈ : lim
t→+∞ uˆ+(t; !) = u0
}
=
F(u1)− F(’ˆ+)
F(u1)− F(u0) ¿ 0
since ’ˆ+ ∈ (u0; u1) and since F is strictly monotone increasing, which proves relation
(2.10). We can prove the corresponding stability statements for u1 along with inequality
(2.11) in an entirely analogous way.
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Appendix A. A very short proof of the interpolated Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality
(3:32)
There are many versions and examples of what one calls traditionally the Gagliardo–
Nirenberg inequalities (Br,ezis, 1983; Evans, 1998; Friedman, 1976; Gagliardo, 1958;
Nirenberg, 1959), some of them being stated without proofs (Br,ezis, 1983). Although
one can easily retrieve them from the original works (Gagliardo, 1958; Nirenberg,
1959), we provide here a very elementary proof of (3.32), both for the reader’s con-
venience and for the sake of completeness. We use the same notation here as we do
in the preceding sections and we recall that D satis8es the cone condition.
Proposition A.1. For every $ ∈ R+ su@ciently small; there exists c$ ∈ R+ such that
the inequality
‖f‖226c$‖f‖21 + $‖∇f‖22 (A.1)
holds for every f∈H 1(D).
Proof. We 8rst prove that for every $∈R+, there exists c$ ∈R+ such that the inequality
‖f‖26c$‖f‖1 + $‖f‖1;2 (A.2)
holds for every f ∈ H 1(D). As a consequence of the standard Sobolev embedding
theorem (Adams, 1978) and of the boundedness of D, we infer that for any dimension
d ∈ N+ there exists p ∈ (2;+∞) such that the continuous embeddings H 1(D) →
Lp(D)→ L2(D)→ L1(D) hold. Owing to the classic Lp-interpolation theorem (Br,ezis
1983; Evans 1998) and to the 8rst embedding above, we then get the estimates
‖f‖26‖f‖(p−2)=(2p−2)1 ‖f‖p=(2p−2)p 6c‖f‖(p−2)=(2p−2)1 ‖f‖p=(2p−2)1;2 (A.3)
for every f ∈ H 1(D), where we denote by c ∈ R+ the corresponding embedding
constant. Since the exponents in (A.3) add up to one, inequality (A.2) is then an
immediate consequence of (A.3) and of Young’s inequality with $. By choosing now
$ ∈ (0; 1=4], by squaring (A.2) and by changing the value of c$ if necessary we obtain
‖f‖226c$‖f‖21 + 2$2‖f‖21;26c$‖f‖21 +
$
2
‖f‖21;2
for every f ∈ H 1(D), which implies the inequality
(1− $)‖f‖226c$‖f‖21 +
$
2
‖∇f‖22 (A.4)
by de8nition of the Sobolev norm. By changing once again the value of c$ if necessary,
we obtain from (A.4) the estimate
‖f‖226c$‖f‖21 +
$
2(1− $)‖∇f‖
2
26c$‖f‖21 + $‖∇f‖22
for every f∈H 1(D).
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